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Yose-moji (2nd style) Yose-moji is an elegant variant of the boku-moji (the 2nd-style kanji) writing style of Chinese texts. It is considered to be a prestige writing style amongst the Japanese people. The strokes of Yose-moji are comprised of ultra thin lines, which is surprising given the fact that it is considered a "second-style" script. And the ultra thin strokes continue to appear one after another as a rather positive counterpoint to the bold thick strokes of Hige-moji and Kanteiryu. The numbers, however, are not generally considered to be written in
"second-style" because the extremely thin lines do not line up properly, making the numbers look sloppy. This is why it is considered a "second-style" script: the thin strokes are written in a way to highlight the very thin (ultra thin) strokes of the Chinese characters. Morisawa Inc. is Japans leading font foundry that has never wavered from its commitment to undertaking research and development in typography since its establishment in 1924 the year it invented the first Japanese phototypesetting machine. The company provides font licenses for over
1,500 typefaces of Japanese and multi-script, web font services, embedded fonts, and multilingual e-magazine/book solution services. Their library includes typefaces from TypeBank and its group company Jiyukobo. Akashi For years we have been thinking about a way to incorporate the latest developments in typographic color theory. But it is difficult to design and develop fonts based on such a concept because of the many variables involved. Now with the help of the STC (Stroke Transformation Competition) administered by ICFF, we finally have a

place where we can test our ideas and provide feedback and design for other designers. We put these revisions up as a sample of a future font, Akashi, that combines the idea of Type1/2,3 (Type 1 is the standard design used by the majority of commercial fonts).
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Step up to the table and work on a clean, undistracted, high-quality surface. Typefaces are designed for specific contexts like
products, services and industries. You select one of those contexts and begin a process of essential research. How can you

make your new font play a role in this context? (Hiyoko was born of this process.) Kanteiryu faces have the same capacity as
any other fonts. But that’s why they’re unique; they don’t have a character basis like most other Japanese fonts. (The term

kana [means “character” in Japanese] is usually used to refer to hand-written characters that are derived from native
Japanese scripts.) HiragiGoHiragiGo is a primitive font that does not include as wide a variety of characters as other font

faces; however, it is an interesting style for the examination of Japanese script characters. In this font, the only stroke that is
made by forming a parallel line with the main stroke (or the character line) is drawn for the denominators of places such as

in. In addition to the above, HiragiGo also includes NanaGo, which were created by combining different styles with each
other. In particular, it is possible to have a variety of styles which are drawn in the same manner, which means that you can
create an attractive look by mixing and matching the styles. In addition to the way it is written, the script KANTAI has been

used in Japan to write calligraphy for thousands of years. Using this font, it is possible to recreate the script in a similar style.
Kanatai initially was written with an ink brush, but is now mainly used in the form of a computer font. In this font, the word

katakana, which means both screen and calligraphy, is written in katakana. 5ec8ef588b
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